
 

Matlab is a software program created by Matlab Inc., that allows interactive data analysis, computation, and visualization. It has been used for decades to solve problems in science, engineering, economics, and business. Matlab is well-known for its graphical user interface (GUI) which includes tools to create 2D and 3D graphical images as well as windows running input-output (I/O) blocks. Matlab’s
wide range of functionality makes it an essential tool for engineers working in automation systems or mechanical engineering. Engineers can also implement design automation tools that are used during the product design process. In addition, MATLAB has become a popular software tool for data mining and scientific data analysis. Matlab is a scientific computing language integrated with a graphical
user interface designed to be easy for scientists and engineers to use. It is commonly used in engineering, science, math education, journalism, and computational linguistics. Workflows designed in Matlab have been used on the SETI@home project. Matlab includes different programming paradigms including procedural, functional/object oriented programming, module-based programming (M-
codes), and object-oriented. The current version, MATLAB 7.12, allows the user to run programs on Windows 2000, XP, Vista and 7 versions of the OS. Support for Mac OS X was discontinued after MATLAB R2007a. For earlier versions support ended with Microsoft Windows 98/ME/2000/XP support in R2006b or Mac OS 10.3 in R2005a. The next version of Matlab will support Windows 8.1
but not Windows RT (limited to Metro apps). The name "MATLAB" is an acronym for "matrix laboratory". Simulink can also use the word Simulink instead of Matlab when executing commands in Simulink mode or in a script file (.m). The MATLAB program is proprietary and it is developed and marketed by MathWorks (a subsidiary of The MathWorks, Inc.). A basic version can be used for free.
A more advanced version with additional features such as image processing tools and the "glview" image visualizer can be purchased for a fee. For advanced or enterprise uses, an unlimited license may be purchased to get access to all features. Matlab includes a graphical user interface (GUI) which users can use to run programs and create plots and other types of graphics for data analysis. It allows
the user to create functions within a GUI environment that will then allow input and output of data. Many MATLAB functions can be linked together either in a script file (.m) or in a function. MATLAB has been designed to allow the creation of mathematical models and then analyzing and comparing them to each other and with available data. It is an example of statistics-oriented programming in
which the user uses specific functions that perform basic statistical operations on data, such as calculations of various statistical measures, such as basic descriptive statistics and probability distributions.
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